7.3 – Institutional Distinctiveness
7.3.1 – Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its
vision, priority and thrust in not more than 500 words
Distinctiveness:
Empower the women - impact the world:
If the power is given to a man, he will become powerful, whereas if it was given to a woman, the family,
in turn the society will become powerful. With this Motto “Methodist Church in India” started women
education institutions in 1920 by establishing a Girls High School, Junior College, Degree College, P.G.
College and in 2008, the professional college SCETW, with a vision of “Empower Women Impact the
World”. Empowering girl students through professional education integrated with values and moral
ethics is to make an impact in the World.
The mission adopted is to provide quality education: integrating humanity, social values, ethics, and
leadership qualities by establishing the state-of-art facilities. The accreditation bodies have given the
directions to provide quality education through the “POs”. By meticulously following them with
additional PSOs, the better quality of education is provided.
Broadly, the education system has been considered as provider of Teaching / Learning experiences,
providing employment and producing good human beings.

Teaching / Learning
Academic syllabus is examined by the CAC. Extra contents are added to supplement the gaps. The Timetables are prepared in such a way that, it is to accommodate all the aspects such as Syllabus, Skill
orientation programmes, social awareness and ethics, sports/library and are followed on the basis of
strict regime. Skill enhancing activities such as Extra coaching, assignments or more practice tests for
slow or weak learners and coaching of extra advanced topics and encouragement for paper publications
for intelligent learner practice is distinctive/unique feature of the teachers of SCETW. Remedial classes
to the students, those who are appearing for makeup exams, personalized coaching for detained
students will make the weak students perform better. From 1st year onwards, Spoke Tutorial - IIT
Bombay, NPTEL certification from 11T Madras, certification like MTA (Microsoft Technology Associate),
IBM, Salesforce etc, are enriching the graduates of SCETW with more technical skills and knowledge.
Providing Employment
Training of communication skills, soft skills also are undertaken in parallel with teaching.
Special CRT will be given to the pre-final students, includes technical skills, CODING soft skills,
leadership attractive skills etc. Model exams, Mock interviews and GD will be part of these preparations.

T P cell organizes the placement drives. The companies will go to the institution after examining the
academic track record ranks of students, accreditation status of courses, and ranking of the institute
etc. All UG courses are accredited by NBA. Placement programme got improved, with attractive
packages of Rs.2,50,000 to Rs.8,00,000.

Making Good Human being
Integrating humanity, social values, ethics, leadership qualities with education transform the person into
a good human being and real contribution done to the society. Teaching these values through subjects
like Environmental Science, Ethics, Gender sensation are part of the curriculum. But it is important to
make them learn these aspects. Various NSS activities were organized.
These practices are really meant to empower girl students and to make them perfect women to
Influence the world.

